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Bring a Privatized Banking
Seminar to your city.
Present the powerful combination of • Demystifies Fractional Reserve Banking

Austrian Economics,
The Sound Money Solution
& The Infinite Banking Concept
to your Special Group

• Learn how you can personally secede from
our crumbling monetary regime and improve
your financial future.
• Sound economic reasoning with a sound
private strategy to direct the individual
toward the escape exit.
• Learn the warning signs of a coming crash
and the steps you need to take to avoid them.

3 Speaker / Authors from the
Austrian School of Economics

L. Carlos Lara
Robert P. Murphy, Ph.D.
Paul A. Cleveland, Ph.D.
3 Dynamic, Informative, Inspirational
and Educational Hours
Inquire directly with Carlos Lara 615-482-1793,
or Robert P. Murphy 212-748-9095,
or e-mail us at info@usatrustonline.com
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Overview
Lara-Murphy Report

Yes, man is inherently defective. But that is an argument
FOR liberty and private property.
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Comparing whole life vs universal
Much of what we have written in support of whole
life would also apply to universal life policies. However,
with UL's fiexibility comes more danger.
BY ROBERT P. MURPHY

Life Insurance Mutuals, Stock and
Holding Companies: Does it Matter?
What’s all the fuss about getting a whole life policy issued from
a mutual company? Does it really matter if stockholders are
involved? This article lays out the issues. BY L. CARLOS LARA
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Interview with Jeffrey Tucker
After building a global Internet presence for Austrian economics at Mises.org, the Man of Tomorrow Jeff Tucker is
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Learn more in person from Lara, Murphy, and other
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ABOUT LARA
& MURPHY
L. Carlos Lara manages a consulting firm
specializing in corporate
trust services, business
consulting and debtorcreditor relations.
The firm’s primary
service is working with
companies in financial
crisis. Serving business
clients nationwide over a
period of three decades,
these engagements have
involved companies in
most major industries
including, manufacturing, distribution and retail. Lara
incorporated his consulting company in 1976 and is
headquartered in Nashville, Tennessee.
He married Anne H. Browning in 1970.
Together they have three children and five
grandchildren.
Dr. Robert P. “Bob” Murphy received his Ph.D.
in economics from New
York University. After
teaching for three years at
Hillsdale College, Murphy
left academia to work for
Arthur Laffer’s investment
firm. Murphy now
runs his own consulting
business and maintains
an economics blog at
ConsultingByRPM.com.
He is the author of several
economics books for the
layperson, including The
Politically Incorrect Guide to the Great Depression and the
New Deal (Regnery, 2009).
Murphy is an adjunct scholar with the Ludwig
von Mises Institute. He lives in Nashville, Tennessee
with his wife and son.
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“It is the masses that determine the course of history, but its initial movement
must start with the individual.”
- How Privatized Banking Really Works
It is pointless to wax eloquent on the subject of liberty and what it means to be free if we don’t first
comprehend man’s true nature and the natural world in which he exists. Like the world around us, man
is defective. No mater what institution man becomes a part of, whether it be government, the church, or
marriage, he taints it with this broken aspect of himself.
Even if we choose to remove revelation or the supernatural out of this awareness, we find that when we
trace the origins of the first man we perceive that the world around him was no different from our own when
it comes to the essence of economic issues. His world was made up of scarce resources, not abundance. To
attain even his most basic needs such as food, clothing and shelter, this first man had to produce. Not just
once, but repeatedly, in order to stay alive.
Like his very own soul, what this first man produced became his possession—private property. Can
anyone or anything deny him this claim?
By mixing the labor from his own human effort with the unused and unowned natural resources about
him, he brings forth the ownership of assets. From this production, this man, if he is moral and responsible,
has to save a portion of them. Why? In order to invest them in labor saving devices that will assist him in
further increasing his production—equipment. This, he realizes, is the way he can achieve the satisfaction
of even more desires for himself and other men like him. His only other option to increase his assets would
be to steal them— an option some men take. These are the origins of the social, economic and moral order.
This field of decision and responsibility is the natural habitat of the market. The free market’s foundation is
private property—the indispensable condition of liberty.
Classical theorists have always seen the unhampered market as a mighty and efficient instrument of
social order. Even though it cannot ultimately fix man’s defectiveness, anymore than religion or the moral
law can ultimately make a man good, Rothbard states that—
“The ‘free market’ creates a delicate even awe inspiring mechanism of harmony, adjustment, and precision
in allocating productive resources, deciding upon prices, and gently but swiftly guiding the economic system
toward the greatest possible satisfaction of the desires of all consumers.”
It is well and good that in our moment in history we must concern ourselves with the various components
of this marvelous and colossal mechanism, such as money, supply, demand, interest rates and various forms
of savings and investments. However, if we forget these underlining foundations we become lost. In fact, we
have already lost our way.
Our task is to return ourselves and others to sound thinking, never neglecting the education of the next
generation in these basic economic principles. This is the meaning of building the 10%.
Carlos and Bob

Lara-Murphy Report
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Recent
developments
that may be
of interest to
readers of the
Lara-Murphy
Report…
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Justices Uphold ObamaCare. As this issue goes to print, the breaking news is the
Supreme Court decision upholding “ObamaCare.” As Mario Rizzo points out, the
Orwellian aspect to all of this has been amazing: Back when the legislation passed, its
supporters assured everyone that the individual mandate was just that—a mandate—
and not a tax, since no one likes the t-word. Yet, the Court effectively declared that if
it were just a mandate to buy insurance, then it would violate the Commerce Clause
and hence be unconstitutional. Only if we interpret it as a tax (which just so happens
to be calibrated on the individual’s decision to buy health insurance…), the Court said,
can we uphold its constitutionality. Of course, we are not lawyers, and we can’t speak
to the broader legal issues involved. What we can say about the economics, however,
is that it is the acme of foolishness to suppose that increased federal intervention will
“lower costs,” unless that comes at the expense of quality. One last thing: If the Court
had thrown out the individual mandate, but maintained the requirement of insurers to
accept anyone regardless of pre-existing conditions, then private health insurance would
have died. You can allow voluntary market relationships determine things, or you can
force everyone to enter the insurance pool, but what you can’t do (and still make private
insurance viable) is let consumers choose whether to opt in, but deny insurers the right
to exclude high-risk clients. The real irony in all this is that, 20 years from now when
the problems have only multiplied in the health care / insurance sector, people will
demand a single-payer system and say, “Hey, we tried the free market, and it’s clearly
not working.”

Supreme Disappointment

More Gas From The Federal Courts. In another late-breaking bombshell, a
federal appeals court rejected claims from industry groups that the EPA had acted
improperly when it decided to regulate greenhouse gas emissions on the grounds
that they posed a danger to human welfare. The appellate ruling was a surprising
“slam dunk” in its sweeping affirmation of the EPA’s approach, with even supporters
being pleasantly surprised. Again, we are not lawyers and cannot speak to the legal
technicalities. However, the economic impacts of the ruling, as well as the prospects
for political liberty, are abysmal. Even if the computer models showing dangers
from manmade climate change are completely accurate, it is very disturbing that the
federal government—knowing full well that voters do not support a new “carbon tax”
or “cap-and-trade” program—achieved its regulatory designs by effectively treating
carbon dioxide as an air pollutant. Yes that’s right, the feds are now regulating industry
(primarily the energy sector) by claiming that the stuff that trees breathe is polluting the
atmosphere. This is quite clearly not what anybody had in mind when Congress passed
the Clean Air Act decades ago (not that we endorse that legislation either).

Hot Air

PULSE ON THE MARKET
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Bloomberg Makes Us Thirst For Freedom. You really can’t make this stuff up. New
York City mayor Michael Bloomberg has decided that the real problem with the Big
Apple is that people are drinking too much soda. He has proposed a ban on selling
more than 16oz. of sugary drinks. For those of us who have paid attention over the years
to government encroachments on the market place, this is a very telling lesson. Back in
the 1980s, when politicians implemented restrictions on smoking and other dangerous
products, there were libertarian and conservative critics who said, “What next? Will Big
Brother start regulating how much salt we can eat, or how much soda we can drink?”
And at the time, the proponents of the new regulations laughed at us. They called us
paranoid nutjobs, engaged in ridiculous slippery slope arguments, because cigarettes
(they told us) posed a genuine public health risk, and regulations forcing motorcylists
to wear helmets made a great deal of sense. Nobody in a million years—they assured us
with confidence—would ever try to regulate Happy Meals or soda. Well, now it’s come
to pass, just like the critics warned. Congratulations, America, we are now living what
was a reductio ad absurdum back in the 1980s. The lesson here is clear: If you grant the
government the principle that it can regulate and take away freedom in an area where
you personally don’t feel threatened, don’t be shocked when that same government
power is used in ways you don’t like down the road.

Big Government, Gulp!

Bernanke Holds Steady Course, Aiming for the Iceberg. The Federal Reserve
continues to rearrange the deck chairs as the global economy sputters along, and the
massive distortions since 2008 begin bearing their rotten fruit. The latest “Operation
Twist” maneuver is not too significant in the grand scheme of things; Bernanke is
trying to make everybody happy, and thus pleases no one. Readers may be shocked to
learn that among mainstream economists, there is a growing movement claiming that
Bernanke has been too tight with monetary policy, and that all of our economic woes
would quickly fade away if he would simply fire up the printing press. Students of
Austrian Economics know that interest rates are important prices that help coordinate
the production structure over time. The entire global economy has effectively been in
limbo since 2008, when central banks decided to effectively turn off this important
source of information for entrepreneurs. Only in very crude mathematical models of
the economy, do the “quantitative easing” programs of the last few years make any
sense. Unfortunately, things are going to get much worse before we can put the “Great
Recession” behind us.

Twisting In The Wind

PULSE ON THE MARKET
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by Robert P. Murphy, PhD

MONEY POOLS
Comparing
whole life versus universal
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In both the Lara-Murphy Report and our
book, How Privatized Banking Really Works,
Carlos and I explain the benefits of Nelson
Nash’s Infinite Banking Concept (IBC), which
involves the disciplined use of dividend-paying
life insurance policies. Since Nash himself
couches the discussion in terms of whole life
policies, we naturally did the same.
However, there are other categories of permanent life insurance policies that have “cash
value” besides whole life, and people often ask
us what the difference is. In the present article
I’ll sketch the comparison between whole life
(WL) and universal life (UL) policies.

out from the gross premium payments, leaving
less available to build up as cash value.
To combat this alleged lack of transparency,
insurers offered UL policies which were designed to “open up the hood” on permanent life
insurance contracts. In any given period, the
charges (such as mortality) assessed on a UL
policy are explicitly and contractually specified, so that the policyholder can (in theory)
understand exactly what happened to his gross
premium payment.
In addition to breaking up the components of
a standard WL policy into separate categories,

Because of the apparent benefits
of greater transparency and flexibility, as
well as the ability to benefit more
immediately from unusually high interest
rates, there was a large shift in the
insurance industry away from WL and into
UL policies during the early 1980s.

The Origin of Universal Life
Subscribers to the Lara-Murphy Report will
remember Carlos’ article from the April 2012
issue, in which he laid out the history of the
scathing 1979 FTC report on whole life. One
of the major complaints was the lack of transparency, with consumer advocates claiming
that policyholders had little understanding of
how their contracts worked and what returns
they were earning on their money. In short, the
claim was that a typical WL policy was a black
box, with various and hidden expenses taken
MONEY
POOLS
Comparing
whole life versus universal

the UL policy offered more flexibility—hence
the name “universal.” Rather than paying a
fixed, level premium as with a WL policy, the
UL policy allows the owner discretion to contribute whatever amount he wants. When cash
flow is tight, the policyholder can contribute
less, making up the difference when things are
better.
Because of the apparent benefits of greater
transparency and flexibility, as well as the ability to benefit more immediately from unusually high interest rates, there was a large shift
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in the insurance industry away from WL and
into UL policies during the early 1980s. In
1979 WL policies accounted for about 85% of
new premiums sold, but by 1986 the figure had
dropped to about 50%. The drop was almost
entirely accounted for by the rise of UL.1

grew at the guaranteed interest rate.

Equivalent…in Theory

out of the gross premium. Instead, the WL
contract merely shows what the level premium
payments will be, along with the string of guaranteed cash values and death benefit available
at various future dates. But this parsimonious
display hides the fact that behind the scenes the
insurance company is running the same calculations that appear more explicitly in UL
contracts, in order to properly price its WL
contracts.

Perhaps ironically, from a theoretical accounting standpoint, WL and UL policies
are actually quite similar. Indeed in the May
2012 issue of the LMR, in my article on guaranteed interest rates, I showed a table where
the (gross) level premium on a WL policy had
mortality expenses deducted each year based
on the mortality rate and the Net Amount at
Risk (NAR). After the mortality expense had
been deducted, the balance of the premium
went into the cash value of the policy, where it
MONEY POOLS
Comparing
whole life versus universal

To repeat, in my article I was discussing
whole life policies, even though the actual
contracts for such policies don’t promise the
policyholder a detailed breakdown year by year
of the mortality charges and other deductions

Here is another way of seeing the theoretical
equivalence between WL and UL: If someone
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has a UL policy set to the same death benefit,
and with the same interest rate and mortality parameters, then by choosing to make the
same premium payments as would apply to a
comparable WL policy, the behavior of the UL
policy would mimic the WL policy. Indeed,
this is why some people argue that it is smarter
to use UL policies even for privatized banking
purposes, since a UL policy can always do the
same as a WL policy, but it also carries more
options.

cyholder can unwittingly eat away at the UL’s
cash value by underfunding it. Remember that
there is no fixed premium payment that the
policyholder must make. In a given period, if
the contribution is less than the mortality and
other expenses assessed on the policy, the cash
value will go down. Nelson Nash writes:

In other words, the fans of UL are claiming
that flexibility is inherently a good thing, and
that the worst that can happen is a policyholder will elect not to take advantage of this
freedom and will instead behave exactly as if he
had taken out a WL policy.

This happened during a time of high interest
rates and it “looked good” in the early years of the
policy. When I first saw the policy I ran some illustrations and they kept “falling apart” when the
insured attained age 65 to 70. The cost of one-year
term became prohibitive at the advanced ages and

Universal Life was invented in the early 1980s
by E.F. Hutton, a stock brokerage firm that, in my
opinion, knew nothing about life insurance….

TheRE ARE Horror Stories of people
SENDinG Payments on UL policies to the
insurers for decades, only to receive a
letter informing them of huge amounts
owed just to keep the policies from
collapsing.

Different…in Practice
Despite the claims of its advocates, however,
there are fierce critics of UL policies. For one
thing, continued tweaking of their structure
has resulted in a situation where now the allegedly transparent UL policy is arguably more
confusing to the customer than a traditional
WL policy.
A much more serious problem is that a poliMONEY
POOLS
Comparing
whole life versus universal

“ate up the cash fund” from that point forward.
Therefore, I never sold one of them when I was in
the business—and I surely wouldn’t buy one!2
To understand the potential dangers of UL
policies, consider: Many people in the early
1980s switched out of WL policies and into
ULs, because agents showed them that in the
high interest rate environment of the time, one
could achieve the same death benefit coverage
on a UL policy with a lower premium contri-
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bution than was necessary on a WL policy. The
problem is that when interest rates declined,
some of these policyholders failed to increase
their premium payments. Not realizing that
these “free lunches” from the policy switch were
a temporary phenomenon, these unsuspecting
policyholders were eating away at their wealth.
There are horror stories of people sending
payments on UL policies to the insurers for
decades, only to receive a letter informing them

underfunds a UL policy. Yet notice that it
takes a much more conscious decision to borrow against a WL policy, rather than the much
more understandable mistake of (say) making
the same premium payments on a UL policy,
even though portfolio returns don’t live up
to expectations when the UL policy was first
taken out.

WHEN SOMEONE TAKES OUT
a policy loan with a WL policy, the money
does not “come out of the policy.”

of huge amounts owed just to keep the policies
from collapsing.
Now it’s true, there are comparable dangers
with a WL policy. The way to mimic underfunding of a UL policy, would be to pay the
level premium (as contractually required) but
then to borrow most of it right back. Depending on the relationship between the policy loan
interest rate and the dividends paid on the WL
policy, the insurer might send a similar notice
to the owner, explaining that at least some of
the interest on the loans would have to be paid,
to keep the WL policy in force.
Naturally, such irresponsible borrowing isn’t
what Nelson Nash advocates—he tells his fans
to “not steal the peas” and pay back policy loans
on a systematic basis. Even so, my point is that
one can get into trouble with a WL policy as
well as with a UL policy, through excessive
borrowing and failing to pay back the policy
loans. This is the WL analog of someone who
MONEY POOLS
Comparing
whole life versus universal

Policy Loans in WL vs. UL
On the issue of policy loans, there is a formal distinction between the two classes that
is actually not as significant in practice. When
someone takes out a policy loan with a WL
policy, the money does not “come out of the
policy.” Rather, the insurer lends the money as
a distinct transaction, with the cash value of
the WL policy merely serving as the collateral
on the loan. The WL policy itself continues to
operate just as before, with the only difference
stemming from the policy loan being lower
dividend payments, if the insurer practices
direct recognition.
In contrast, taking out money from a UL
policy is like making a negative premium
contribution. It effectively withdraws the funds
out of the available cash value, so that there is a
lower total rolling over at the credited interest
rate.
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Although these formal treatments are different, in practice the impact on the policyholder
is largely the same. It’s true that withdrawing
money from a UL policy leaves less available
to grow at compounded interest. However, the
upside is that there is no policy loan growing exponentially, either. In other words, even
though the WL policy grows more quickly
because money is never taken out of it, the net
cash value available—determined by subtracting the total amount due on the policy loan—
is the right figure to consider, for an apples to
apples comparison of the two methods.

just like a WL policy, but it also promises to
rise (albeit in a muted fashion) with the stock
market.

Equity Exposure Means
More Risk

In other words, it would be silly for someone
to say, “Nobody should ever buy bonds, because
stocks or real estate historically earn higher
returns.” This is because people often want to
keep some of their wealth in very safe assets,
which won’t drop 40 percent in a year the way
the S&P 500 did during the recent crisis. By

In addition to a plain vanilla UL policy, there
are also variants that seek to capture exposure
to stock market gains. An equity indexed universal life (EIUL) policy has built-in floors,
MONEY
POOLS
Comparing
whole life versus universal

Some analysts look at historical returns and
conclude that EIULs provide more wealth in
retirement years than a traditional WL policy.
There are many pitfalls when making such
comparisons, but one of the most obvious is
that it ignores risk. After all, over long stretches
the equity markets tend to outperform fixed
income assets. Yet this greater expected rate of
return compensates for the greater volatility.
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Conclusion

the same token, then, one can’t dismiss WL
policies merely because EIULs exhibited a
greater rate of return over some historical
period.
Todd Langford has published a scathing
critique of EIUL policies.3 One of his subtle
points is that when the “side fund” goes down
because of a drop in the stock market, the
policyholder is hit with a double whammy. Not
only does the side fund lose value, but now
the pure term insurance component carries a
higher mortality expense. This is because the
insurance company—in order to cover itself
vis-à-vis the face death benefit on the EIUL
policy—has to effectively take out a one-year
term insurance policy on the insured, with a
death benefit equal to the “Net Amount at
Risk,” namely the face death benefit on the
EIUL policy minus the market value of the
side fund at that moment. Thus, when the side
fund drops in value, the size of the implicit
term insurance policy is bigger, and hence the
EIUL policy’s value absorbs a larger mortality
expense.

Whole life policies are surprisingly complex
creatures, where the contractually specified
premium and projected cash values are derived
from a host of calculations that remain hidden
to the policyholder. In order to promote transparency, and facilitate comparisons with other
financial products, universal life came on the
scene in the early 1980s and quickly captured a
large share of the market.
Theoretically, WL and UL policies can
achieve similar results with the appropriate
actions of the policyholder. However, a person
can put a WL policy in a drawer and forget
about it; the level premiums were designed to
allow the policy to hit its cash value milestones
year after year. In contrast, insufficient oversight can lead to a gutted UL policy; the risk
of an underperforming portfolio is effectively
on the policyholder. It is for this reason that
we warn neophytes not to use UL policies for
privatized banking purposes, since the “safety
is off ” as it were. From our vantage point, it is
much safer to steer people into traditional WL
policies, which can always be customized with
various riders to satisfy financial objectives on a
case by case basis.
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In approaching this subject I need to admit
right now that I am biased. But in order to be
equitable with my stance, it is best to evaluate the
facts about these institutions against the context of
a broader sphere that takes into account historical
evidence matched with our current economic, social
and moral climate. In the end, it is the head of a
household or an entrepreneur heading up a business
enterprise who must ultimately make use of these
institutions to navigate the uncertain future. If these
institutions fail at this basic level of service, then
practical consumers will choose neither one and
turn to other alternatives.
Our readers know that our study and
exhortations about the insurance industry go beyond

economist, and I as a workout specialist for firms in
financial trouble, came to the same conclusion after
much research on how best to advise people with a
legitimate economic solution.
Intuitively, the average person already knew
that big banks and Wall Street were somehow
responsible, but many didn’t understand exactly
how the commercial banking system had failed
us. The case is not that something is inherently
wrong with the institution of banking, but rather
that our current monetary policy and regulatory
framework has corrupted it and turned it against us.
Borrowing from commercial banks now only serves
to contribute to the problem of inflation, deepening
our individual and national economic problems.

The case is NOT that something is inherently wronG
with the institution of banking, but rather that our current monetary policy
and regulatory framework has corrupted it and turned it against us.
the simple purchase of a policy for life insurance
needs. As students and informal specialists of
the Federal Reserve and its dangerous fractional
reserve banking practices, we were compelled to
seek, and have actually found, a more conservative
financial strategy utilizing the insurance sector and,
in particular, a certain financial product: dividendpaying Whole Life insurance. Austrian scholars
of the past such as, Ludwig von Mises, Murray
Rothbard and Jesus Huerta de Soto, not only
believed in the conservatism of the institution of
insurance, but also helped point the way to our own
discovery through their writings. Although they did
not specifically name this product in their books,
the dates of their writings tell us they were speaking
of the very same one.
We turned to the insurance sector for a solution
when we saw that nothing else in the other financial
sectors was working. Shortly after the crisis people
everywhere were in genuine pain. Robert, as an

Many still don’t quite understand this fact, and so
obviously the problem persists.
The only final answer to this problem is
in returning to the gold standard, returning to
privatized banking and closing the central bank
altogether. Most Austrians recognize this as the
Sound Money Solution—a solution that can only
be implemented by a change of public opinion.
But think about it—if only the 750,000 licensed
financial advisors practicing in the U.S. who daily
are speaking to people about their money could
come to understand this and see the significance of
its implications, the goal of changing public opinion
could be achieved. With the help of an intermediary
financial solution, the goal could be reached quite
rapidly.
In our book, How Privatized Banking Really
Works, Robert and I examined the facts surrounding
this unique life insurance product in this broader
context. We found that when measured against all
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other financial strategies, dividend-paying Whole
Life insurance functioned as a form of privatized
banking. Furthermore, we witnessed that it
accomplished every bit of what Nelson Nash talks
about in his famous book, Becoming Your Own
Banker.
In this article we now turn our focus to the
insurance companies that distribute this marvelous
instrument. The attempt will be to highlight only
some of the more relevant aspects of our subject.
A full discussion, of course, is beyond the scope
of this brief report and will need to be expanded
further in future issues of the Lara-Murphy Report.
What is most important to understand at the outset
is that life insurance, like everything else in our
economy, suffers from the stronghold of government
intervention. However, there are still some aspects

of this institution that remain untouched and allow
us to use it for privatized banking purposes.

Deregulation
The insurance sector, like the banking sector and
Wall Street, has been among us since the formation
of this country. Deregulation is when government
reduces its role and allows industry greater freedom
in its operation. Keep in mind, however, that
government never fully releases industry so it isn’t
exactly the opposite of regulation, which refers to
written law and judicial decisions. Up until recently
the U.S. legislatively required substantial separation
among the major components of the financial
services industry—commercial banking, investment
banking, and insurance. Much of this separation
came from government regulation imposed on

UP UNTIL RECENTLY THE U.S. Legislatively required
separation among the major components of the financial services industry—
commercial banking, investment banking, and insurance.
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many industries back in the early 1900s that totally
restricted the entry of certain financial sectors into
some markets.1 But the bulwark of this separation in
the financial services sector came amidst the Great
Depression. Congress determined that commercial
banks had excessively recommended, invested
and extended credit for stock market trading, and
eventually precipitated the stock market crash of
1929. To resolve this perceived banking abuse, a
permanent wall was erected between commercial
banks and investment banks, in the form of the
Glass-Steagall Act.
As expected, banks began pushing
unsuccessfully for the repeal of this Act soon after
it was enacted “…contending that such limitations
harmed bank competitiveness, profitability and limited
consumer choice.”2 The intensity of that push grew in
the 1970s and 1980s. While Congress stood firm on
the banking boundaries of the Glass-Steagall Act,
by 1990 bank regulators were able to circumvent
the law, by regulatory interpretation allowing banks
to underwrite securities using bank subsidiaries.
This allowed banks to acquire the largest brokerage
firms and engage in securities activities whereas the
Glass-Steagall Act continued to bar brokerage firms
and insurance companies from acquiring banks.3 If
this makes no sense to you or seems unfair—”move
to the head of the class.” This type of disparity should
come as no surprise, for this type of thing happens
often in our overly regulated economy.
Once commercial banks began moving into
the brokerage business via subsidiaries, the financial
markets began moving faster than government
regulation could keep up with. Manufacturing was
no longer the country’s bedrock and the financial
services industry was seen as what would replace it.
The merger of Citicorp Bank and Travelers Insurance
in 1998 is an example of banks continuing to push
the issue of what they believed was already a “dead
law.” The promoters of this merger felt comfortable
that The Glass-Steagall Act would soon change in
their favor and it did. In 1999 the Gramm-LeachBliley Act (The Financial Services Modernization
Act), repealed crucial parts of the Glass-Steagall Act
and legally took down the wall between commercial

banks and investment banks altogether. But it also
went further by opening up interactive competition
among all financial sectors, including insurance.4
At the time, I was a securities Principal and owner
of a Broker-Dealer firm and member of the NASD,
in addition to my consulting practice. There was
a sense that if you didn’t quickly diversify into all
areas of the financial services business, to become
a sort of “one-stop financial product shopping mart,”
you were going to get left behind. To accomplish
this you needed huge amounts of capital to expand
your operations. The adrenaline felt behind this
movement was prevalent everywhere.
Austrian Mark Thornton, (interviewed here
in the December 2010 issue of the LMR) severely
criticized this Act as contributing to the 2008
financial crisis, as did other well-known economists.
But notice that Mark is careful to qualify in what
way he believes it precipitated the crisis. His
statement below explains the crucial difference that
separates him from mainstream economists and
that we wholeheartedly endorse.
“In a world regulated by a gold standard, 100%
reserve banking, and no FDIC deposit insurance the
Financial Services Modernization Act would have
made perfect sense as a legitimate act of deregulation,
but under the present fiat monetary system it amounts to
corporate welfare for financial institutions and a moral
hazard that will make taxpayers pay dearly.”
—Mark Thornton5
This Act opened the door for many changes in
the financial services industry. Since it made possible
the integration of mixed services from commercial
banks, investment banks and insurance companies,
it served to spawn countless mergers, acquisitions
and IPOs as financial institutions scrambled to
tap the capital markets and reposition themselves
in the new marketplace. Interesting is the manner
in which the insurance sector was impacted by
all of these changes, especially when it came to
the mutuals. Mutuals, you see, are denied access
to capital markets on account of their operating
structure as mutuals. Mutuals have no stock to sell.
Stock insurance companies, on the other hand, are
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not restricted by these changes and can raise capital
much more easily—hence, what we witnessed was
a sharp rise in demutualization of mutuals and the
increase in stock companies.
There was also the issue of banks selling
insurance. One of the biggest concerns for insurers is
market power. Dominant firms, such as commercial
banks, can easily influence the market price of the
insurance product through the strength of their
banking and brokerage positions. Although banks
have not yet gone full throttle since the repeal of
this law, it is easy to see why insurers are not anxious
to further incite a hornet’s nest of competition.

SINCE A STOCK COMPANY
can sell shares for its stock in return
for capital, the stock company is
more agile as either a start-up or in
the mergers and acquisitions arena.

Amidst this heightened onslaught of socalled deregulation, banking laws to this date still
prohibit banks from actually selling the traditional
type of insurance products, but it is also true that
those regulatory strongholds are constantly being
scrutinized and prodded. Several recent court cases
such as the Barnett Bank vs. Nelson have served to
weaken these boundaries. (Even the McCarrenFurgeson Act of 1945, which exempts the business
of insurance from federal regulation, is frequently
reviewed by lawmakers.)6 Yet, there are also plenty
of regulatory concerns countering all this integration,
and mixed services that have occurred, especially
since the 2008 financial crisis. Again, this should
come as no surprise in a planned and regulated
economy such as ours. The IPOs, mergers and
acquisitions of the various financial sectors leading
in the formation of giant conglomerates have not
necessarily had positive effects for consumers and
taxpayers. The recent big bank bailouts are prime
examples of this and only serve to underscore Mark
Thornton’s ominous predictions.
It is difficult to judge what will ultimately
happen in the ensuing years as financial markets
continue to heat up under government’s design for
the economy. But when it comes to the insurance
sector specifically, the net results have been dramatic
up to this point. Shifts in its size, configuration
of ownership structure, and market share have
completely reshaped the life insurance industry.
We’ll look at these in the next section.
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STOCK VS. MUTUAL
Most of the life and health insurance in the
United States is still issued by commercial life
insurance companies. Commercial life insurance
companies are of course corporations that are
federally taxed in much the same way as all other
U.S. corporations with some exceptions. Only
fraternal societies, savings banks, and the Veterans
Administration which issue life and health policies
have a federal tax exemption, but they issue less
than 2% of policies in force in the United States.
Commercial life insurance companies, which issue
the remaining 98% of all life and health policies
in the nation, are also taxed by the states. This is
because the life insurance industry is a stateregulated industry. The state tax is actually levied
on the insurance premium. The state premium tax is
1%- 4% depending on the state and whether or not
the insurer is out-of-state or domestic.
Commercial life insurance companies are
organized as either mutual or stock corporations.
But mutuals are special corporations that own no
stock. The most distinguishing characteristic of the
stock company is that its owners are stockholders.
Alternatively, policy owners own a mutual life
insurance company. Today, stock insurers outnumber
the mutuals by a wide margin. In the past, mutuals
were dominant with respect to life insurance policies
in force, but their share has declined to less than
40% from 62% in 1960. Irrespective of this statistic,
mutual companies are still generally larger than
stock companies.
The primary reason for this shift in the increase
of stock companies has been the stock company’s
ability to respond more advantageously to The
Financial Services Modernization Act. Since a stock
company can sell shares for its stock in return for

capital, the stock company is more agile as either
a start-up or in the mergers and acquisitions arena.
Additionally, stock insurance companies can be
owned by other stock companies whether or
not they are in the insurance business. A mutual
company, on the other hand, is owned solely by its
policy owners and cannot be owned by any other
entity. This presents a special problem for mutuals
and their ability to access outside capital. Instead,
growth must take place either from within or by
merging with another mutual. Several mutuals have
been enormously successful following this internal
growth approach. Recently, however, the mutual
insurance holding company concept, has presented

ALSO MUTUAL LIFE INSURERS CAN ONLY OFFER TO PAY
in cash—a very expensive and impractical way to transact business on the
one hand, but also a superb example of what 100% reserves really mean.
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an additional method for mutual companies to
access capital. We explain this more fully shortly.
We should also mention that the lack of profit
incentive also makes starting up a new mutual quite
challenging. This is because mutuals are similar to
non-profits. But unlike a true cooperative, members
do not contribute to the capital of the company
by direct investment, but rather derive their
rights to profits and votes through their customer
relationships. Unfortunately, growing regulation
only serves to make the forming of a new mutual
even more problematic.
As already stated, a new stock insurance
company start-up can meet the state’s requirements
of ready capital for expenses and contingency reserves
by selling shares of their stock. Under New York
State law, a stock company must have a minimum of

$2 million capital and a paid-in initial surplus of the
greater of $4 million or 200 percent of its capital.
The minimum capital requirement after formation
is regulated by a formula developed by the NAIC.
After it has been fully established and has attained
adequate financial stability, a stock insurer can then
be converted into a mutual company.
The mutual start-up, because its original
intentions are to be a mutual, “must have policy
applications in-hand of not less than $1,000 each
from 1,000 persons, accompanied by the full amount
of one annual premium for an aggregate amount of
$25,000, plus an initial surplus of $150,000 in cash.”7
Obviously, the cash portion of the money can be
borrowed, but how does one accomplish getting
policy applications from a thousand people, when
the company has not even been formed and is not

How This Efficiency is ultimately achieved has been
the continuous struggle of stock and mutual companies in the life insurance
industry for nearly two centuries. Their long history shows that they have
been successful in meeting this consumer demand quite adequately.
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legally able to issue policies? It is for this reason that
not a single mutual has been formed in a very long
time (world-wide) and no new ones are likely to ever
be formed. This makes mutuals unique and prized
companies. Their ownership structure is unlike no
other corporation.
Before we leave this subject entirely we should
clarify one other very important and distinguishing
item. As already stated, mutual companies have
no stockholders Consequently, the policy owner is
both a customer and at the same time, an owner of
the insurer. In a stock company a policy owner is
a customer only. Mutual company’s assets are held
for the benefit and protection of the policy owners
in the form of reserves, surplus, or contingency
funds. Or, they are distributed as dividends upon the
discretion of the mutual’s board of directors. Mutuals
primarily issue “participating” policies. Sometimes
they will issue non-participating policies, but as is
the case for policy owners of a stock company, these
are simply customers of the mutual company. Stock
companies are organized for the purpose of making
a profit for their stockholders and mostly issue “nonparticipating” policies.8
Today, life insurance company managers that
have to contend with these new market forces must
be deliberate in structuring an organization that will
provide the most efficient means of meeting their
goals. Recognizing the supreme value of the mutual
organization, the Mutual Holding Company concept
has been born and has become a significant factor in
determining life insurance ownership structure.

Holding Companies
Holding companies are corporations that
own or control one or more insurers, broker-dealer
organizations, investment companies, and other
financial services corporations. A holding company
works differently with a stock company than with
a mutual. A holding company formed by a stock
company is known as an “upstream holding company”
because it sits at the top of the intercorporate
structure. The stockholders own it and it in turn
owns subsidiaries.

A “downstream holding company” is usually
formed by a mutual because it sits in the middle
of the intercorporate structure and the subsidiary
is beneath it. The mutual sits on top. It is owned
either in part or whole by the mutual. Although
this can allow the mutual to expand by acquiring
subsidiaries, it is still limiting. Statutory accounting
and legal investment laws limit the amount an
insurer can invest in a subsidiary. Also, mutual life
insurance insurers can only offer to pay in cash—a
very expensive and impractical way to transact
business on the one hand, but also a superb example
of what 100% reserves really mean.
In 1995, new state laws were adopted and a
different form of holding company was introduced
known as the Mutual Insurance Holding Company
(MIHC) “…making it possible for a mutual to
form a mutual holding company with an active stock
company subsidiary. Policy owners become members
of the “up-stream” mutual insurance holding company
and have their policy relationship with the stock insurer
subsidiary of the new holding company. Initial shares
of the subsidiary’s capital stock are issued and held by
the mutual holding company. Then the mutual holding
company, acting through the stock subsidiary, can access
the public markets.”9
In evaluating all of this we must never forget
that the primary reason mutuals demutualize or
form holding companies in the first place is to
access equity capital. This is a function that has
become increasingly important, as the integration
of the financial services industry has accelerated.
Money is needed for new equipment, space, sales
and distribution capabilities, in essence for growth.
Naturally, the question arises as to how these
expansive moves will ultimately affect the insurance
coverage of persons with participating policies. If
we understand the conservative methods used by
insurance companies in building their participating
policies along with their statutory reserves (as we
detailed in last month’s issue of the LMR) we should
be able to reasonably determine that there should be
no adverse impact on the insurer’s ability to meet
the policy guarantees on its policies, or pay the
dividends on the same scale prior to these financial
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moves. We will look deeper into this subject later
here in the LMR in upcoming issues.

Conclusion
Of course, the importance of insurer selection
must not be underestimated. Life insurance involves
a long-term guarantee. This guarantee is unlike the
guarantee of any other consumer product on the
market. Since it is life insurance, the guarantee is
the product. There is no value in the paperwork;
only the guarantee embodied in the policy has
value. Likewise, it is a guarantee that must be there
for a very long time. The insurance company is
contracting to deliver this guarantee when needed,
whether it is right now or fifty years from now. It is
imperative, of course, that the insurance companies
have the financial strength and integrity to meet
this guarantee. This prerequisite applies to both
stock and mutual companies alike.
In addition to the issue of financial strength,
managers of well-run companies realize that
ultimately the consumer is sovereign. What life
insurance purchasers have made known is their
interest in product value. Efficiently operated insurers
will always be in a better position to deliver this
product value to their customers. How this efficiency
is ultimately achieved has been the continuous
struggle of stock and mutual companies in the life

insurance industry for nearly two centuries. Their
long history shows that they have been successful
in meeting this consumer demand quite adequately.
What we also know from historical experience
is that life insurance companies in general are very
conservatively managed corporations. This can best
be seen in the manner they construct their product.
Life insurance companies that issue participating
policies, in particular, traditionally over-charge
policy owners on the front end, not to gouge them,
but to fully insure the payment of the guarantee,
which coincidently, also serves to insulate the policy
owner from market volatility. If this is important to
you, take note. Later, the premium is returned to the
policy owner in the form of tax-free dividends. The
net result is a less expensive product of remarkable
quality.
But at the end of the day here is the one
question you should be asking yourself as a policy
owner. “Do I like the idea of being a source of profit
for investors?” For those of us endeavoring to utilize
a policy for privatized banking purposes, your
answer to this question is ultimately determined
by your choice of one company over another. The
main difference in using a mutual company over a
stock company is that YOU are the owner, whereas
in a stock company someone else is. That difference
makes all the difference. So, yes, it does matter.
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Lara-Murphy Report: How did you discover
Austrian economics?

Jeffrey Tucker: I was an undergraduate
economics major at Texas Tech, loving every
class in economics, even though they were all
thoroughly Keynesian at the time. My great
hope was that economics would reveal the
great mysteries of what created wealth and
civilization and what causes nations to rise and
fall. Economics held out such promise, and I
loved the discipline of the whole subject. To
me, all economics was pure beauty, rich and
rewarding music.
One day I was looking through my
roommate’s shelf of books and found Hans
Sennholz’s Age of Inflation. I read the whole
thing in one sitting. This book amazed me. It
was exactly what I had hoped to find in the
field of economics. The chapter on [interwar

Germany’s] Weimar inflation especially
riveted me and left me fundamentally changed.
I wanted more of this kind of economics. It
was so human, accurate, historical, with living
and breathing human beings instead of all
abstractions all the time. I had fallen in love
with a particular approach but didn’t know it
at the time.
Then I started to follow footnotes. Within
two years, I had read most of Mises, Hayek,
and Rothbard that was in print at the time. I
lived and breathed the Austrian school and
wrote my senior thesis on the gold standard.
Slowly, I came around to the political and
ethical outlook, dispensing with whatever
conservatism I had left in my thinking. Finally,
I became friends with Murray and took that
giant intellectual leap toward anarchism.
It was a big step. It opened up new vistas of
understanding. It opens up life itself.
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LMR: So you were lucky enough to be friends
with Murray Rothbard. Can you share an
anecdote that epitomizes what it was like to be
around him?
JT: Murray was kind and broad minded, liberal
and reckless in the best sense of the term. He
was always ready to discover something new. He
read everything and he was a constant font of
ideas. He was also hilarious. He just loved life
so much. I recall hanging around until all hours
of the night with him at the Mises University in
the early days. It would get to be 2am or even
4am, and somehow you didn’t feel tired.
It was an unusual thing to hang out with
Murray. He had this way of extracting every
bit of knowledge you had on a subject. It didn’t
matter the subject. It could be religion, popular
culture, music, politics, history, clothing, food,
whatever. He always wanted to know what you
knew about it. He would ask questions, react,
inspire more thoughts, dig deeper and deeper
with such intensity. You really had to be ready
to talk and think when you were around him.
I recall once sitting across from him at
dinner and he started asking me what I knew
about the great Filioque controversy that
divided the Eastern and Western versions of
the Nicene Creed for the Christian faith back
in the 11th century. He pointed out that there
was some reason that the East was generally less
economically and artistically creative than the
West and he wanted to know if I thought it had
anything to do with Filioque.
I stupidly said yes. He then wanted to know
why. I made up something on the spot about how
when the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Son,
this adds value to the idea of the Incarnation

and therefore underscores the nobility of the
human person. At that point, I had exhausted
my knowledge (or pretended knowledge) but
it wasn’t enough for him. He wanted to know
more. He pressed further. He asked about this
Church council from the 5th century and that
experience in the 6th century, this doctrine from
the 8th century and that debate from the 12th.
I finally just relented and said, “Murray, I’m so
sorry that I don’t know any more than that.”
He seemed sort of disappointed and so we
moved to a different subject!
This is how he ended up inspiring so many
people to think, rethink, write, research, stay
open, and stay radical. He just had a way. No
one could ever keep up with him but it wasn’t
a contest. He just loved ideas. Ideas were his
reality, and everything else seemed superficial
by contrast.
I would love to tell more, such as my debate
with him over public choice theory. Here he
really began emotional. Looking back he was
100% correct about the points he made and I
was all wrong. But I think I’ll save that story.
LMR: How did you begin working for the
Mises Institute? Can you talk about the Mises
Institute’s role in the resurgence of Austrian
economics in the last decade?
JT: I was going to journalism school in
Washington, D.C. in 1985 and I walked along
and saw a sign on a door for the Mises Institute.
It was like I heard that music again. I thought,
wow, this is amazing, an institute devoted
entirely to science and radicalism in the defense
of truth and human liberty! I want to work
here. I walked in and volunteered for months.

The Great Myesteries
My great hope was that economics would reveal the great mysteries of what
created wealth and civilization and what causes nations to rise and fall.
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Gradually I took on a larger and larger role.
I think the main contribution that my work
did here over time was in liberating the great
texts. We saw that the internet could be used to
universalize the wisdom of all the great thinkers.
We pushed it all out into the commons, building
the largest and most trafficked economics site in
the world, one that taught millions to think in
a new way. That’s the legacy of the Institute, in
my view.
LMR: Can you describe your new position at
Laissez-Faire Books? What do you see as LFB’s
role in the future of liberty?
JT: Agora Financial took over LFB in 2010
and sold off lots of the remaining stock from
the analog days. Addison Wiggin was ready to
move the institution into the digital age, and on
a for-profit model. I was hired on November 1,
2011. We didn’t really know what we were going
to do but we did know that the commercial
matrix would inspire a level of creativity that
the liberty movement was really missing. It was
pretty obvious that the university and non-profit
models could only be pushed so far.
We all had a strong meeting of minds on this.
So we got to work on the most important task:
thinking. Gradually the model came to us. Now
that we have it, and we are in the black again,
new possibilities are emerging by the day. My
hope to is liberate the best of the literature
during the great 70-year gap of material that
appeared between the end of public domain and
the beginning of the internet. But that’s just a
start. What I hope to do long term is light a fire
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in the intellectual world, bringing the power of
commerce to the world of ideas as never before.
I love the culture of Agora because every day
is new, every day is an opportunity. The company
is deeply embedded in the commercial sector,
and that means there is a constant willingness
to try new things, to live with today’s ignorance
knowing that tomorrow will reveal new things,
and to have only one final boss that keeps you
rooted in reality and that is the balance sheet.
I feel like I’m living what I’ve preached for a
lifetime.
Already, Laissez Faire has gone from nearly
invisible last year to being almost inescapably
present in the world of ideas today. I’m so fired
up about that. It’s extremely exciting to build
something. It is also humbling. Enterprise
makes you realize how little we really know,
how much of life is creativity and discovery, how
much of life in the market is about relentless
service to others.
LMR: It seems that nowadays, the radical
libertarians are among the most pessimistic of
social commentators. They’re worried not just
about Big Government, but also Big Pharma,
Big Ag, Big Oil, etc. etc. Yet in your work,
you tend to celebrate the achievements of the
market. Is there a real difference of opinion here,
or just one of focus?
JT: Well, it’s important to condemn crony
capitalism and all the policies that come with it,
but not at the expense of seeming to condemn
capitalism too. For reasons I’ve never understood,
libertarians tend to fall for whatever the popular

Extracting Knowledge
It was an unusual thing to hang out with Murray. He had this way of extracting
every bit of knowledge you had on a subject. It didn’t matter the subject.
You really had to be ready to talk and think when you were around him.
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political rhetoric of our times is: right wing one
year and left wing the next year. Now that anticapitalism is fashionable, too many libertarians
have jumped on this rhetorical bandwagon. This
is what I’ve detected in the tendency to condemn
every existing business that gets beyond a
certain size. There is a real danger here. Just
because a company benefits from a government
policy doesn’t make their commercial dealings
all evil. I recall being told that eating at Taco
Bell is not libertarian because they have corn
chips and corn is subsidized. Statements like
that make me crazy.
I marvel at the achievements of the market
economy every day, and I’ve stopped being
shy about spelling them out. Someone needs
to. I find it amazing that we have institutions
like Walmart that would have been seen as an
impossible dream 100 years ago. It provides
everything for everyone at low prices and it
strives to be everywhere, serving ever more of
humanity. What’s not to like? What’s not to
absolutely love?!
I was watching a movie yesterday that was
set in the 1890s in England. Some lady was
saying that she is a socialist because she favors
material progress for the poor and working class.
Well, that’s exactly what we’ve seen for the last
120 years but it came not from socialism but
from capitalism! Meanwhile, the socialists have
turned against
the whole idea
of
material
progress,
a
penchant I find
disgusting.

Part of me wishes that the word socialism
weren’t already taken because I would be happy
to call myself that. Material progress for the
whole of society is exactly what we favor.
LMR: What’s your long-term prognosis? Will
technological and other innovations give the
edge to liberty, or the State?
JT: The state cannot win this, and for particular
reasons. The state is about physical stuff,
borders, coercion, gatekeepers, and the data of
the past. These are the only things that make up
the ethos of statism. The economy it claims to
manage is bound up with physical stuff at a time
when reality is migrating from the analog to the
digital world. Its bureaucracies know nothing
of new ideas or innovation. Its managers are
terrified of an increasingly borderless world.
And in contrast to the state, the market and
society are about ideas, inspiration, cooperation,
and the unknown future. Life itself is always in
beta, always about speculation and risk, always
grappling with the unknown future, always
about finding the new way to accomplish
wonderful things. The market taps into that
human spirit and that is why it is so innovative
and why it keeps making life better and better
for everyone. For these reasons, the market will
continue to outrun the state, especially in a digital
world. The state is a hopeless anachronism.
The
trajectory
of history is
sy stematic al l y
bypassing it.

Someone needs to
I marvel at the achievements of the market economy every day, and I’ve
stopped being shy about spelling them out. Someone needs to.
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Events and

Engagements
2012
JULY 12-13 • Las Vegas, Nevada
Murphy participating in FreedomFest panel with Laissez-Faire Books

JULY 22-28 • Auburn, Alabama
Murphy lecturing at Mises University

September 19 • Rancho Santa Fe, CA
Lara and Murphy presenting at “Day of Clarity” event hosted by Earl Eastman

Some events may be closed to general public.
For more information email LMRevents@usatrustonline.com
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Fund Your Own

Bailout.

If you don’t like giving large sums of money to banks and mortgage companies to finance your cars, homes, boats, capital
expenditures for business needs or any thing else you need to finance, then you are going to really like this alternative. The
rebirth of P rivatized B anking is underway. You can take advantage of the years of experience that these three authors in these two
books are offering you. Go to: www.usatrustonline.com click: store and look for both of these books among the other fine books.

